BRITAIN WAKES UP

As Britain wakes up to the stench of communist Nazi infiltration seeping out of its 104 Sanctuary
Cities. The Civil Servants now find themselves no longer “Remainers” but despised Treasoners.
And as the Woke disinformation of the Mind Warping London Media ran through the whole of last
years of Coronavirus & Vaccination Frauds. And as the unified opposition of the UK Civil Service,
The Labour Party, the Unions, The NHS, The Schools, the EU & the London Media, battled to bring
down the Elected British Government.....
The Remainers are silent as their plan to bring down the UK Government is exposed.
And probably embarrassed to find that they are aligned with full blown Satanic, paedophile, mass
murderers. Exposed to the full glare of publicity world wide.
Public names, public organisations, all to be decried & destroyed without notice.
And as the German Nazis rise again. our friends in Europe surrender to the takeover of Italy, Holland
& Germany by this new killer creed. A creed whose avowed intension is to wipe out 90 % of
Humanity which it deems to be surplus to requirements.
the EU is now Nazi-occupied territory.
And the Woke Joke Media Liars can no longer perform their disinformation & mind control tricks for
the Depraved Elite who have turned the World Economy into a billion dollar Fraud Tree.
Such greed from these people who preferred to steal & destroy civilisations instead of going to work.
These people who thought that everyone except them were stupid & ignorant for being honest, for
believing in Justice & Democracy.
These people who thought that creating a hierarchy of fraud was a brilliant plan.
And then turned every Corporation & every world administration into another hierarchy of fraud until
the whole world had no rule of law, & no Justice System which hadn’t been corrupted.
Well done ! Well done to all these criminals who wasted the whole of their lives trying to outwit people
who had no interest in their devious schemes.
Who destroyed their own integrity, their own families their own children, wives & lives, for the sake of
stolen riches & fake stolen Status.
Join The Rich List & become one of the most despised criminals in the world.
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